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The primary objective of our analysis was to test the hypothesis that

ndividuals with high-risk cardiovascular conditions, including those

ith diagnosed atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) and/or

amilial hypercholesterolemia (FH), suffered worse clinical outcomes

specifically, increased rates of Acute Myocardial Infarction – AMI) after

ontracting COVID-19 than those individuals without high-risk condi-

ions. Our data demonstrated this effect with high statistical significance

cross all the main study groups. 

The FH Foundation believes strongly in the efficacy of lipid lower-

ng therapies (LLTs) in the treatment of elevated blood cholesterol. As

ointed out by Kovanen PT, et al. in this Letter to the Editor, prior data

ave shown the strong protective effect of statins against AMIs among

igh-risk patients. However, a lack of randomized clinical trial data exist

o definitely quantify the increased protection of statins for those who

ontract COVID-19. Several observational studies utilizing hospital data

ave documented reduced mortality and/or hospitalizations in individ-

als on statin therapy [1–3] . Conversely, other observational studies

ave shown limited or no additional protective effect of statins [ 4 , 5 ].

e hoped our robust dataset could add to our understanding of the po-

ential role of statin and other LLT use in SARS-CoV2-infected high risk

atients such as those with FH (diagnosed and undiagnosed) and AS-
VD. 
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To perform this sensitivity analysis, we subdivided each of the main

tudy groups into those with a history of LLT and those without. We

hen propensity-score matched these groups across all covariates ex-

ept those explicitly related to LLT. While the annual incidence density

ates (AIHD) for the matched populations with LLT were directionally

ower than those without LLT, indicating possible therapeutic protection

or those with LLT, none of the comparisons reached statistical signifi-

ance. Unfortunately, this meant that we were unable to make a defini-

ive statement with our dataset. We think several factors led to the lack

f statistical significance, including that the exposure window was only

 months (the first four months of COVID) limiting follow-up as well as

he relatively small sample sizes during this time period. 

Finally, as pointed out by Kovanen PT, et al., The FH Foundation has

trongly advocated for continuation of statin and all LLT therapy dur-

ng the COVID-19 pandemic arguing that statins are known to protect

gainst vascular events and that statins, in particular, have many protec-

ive effects that might theoretically be protective should a person with

H contract COVID-19. Perhaps the sentence in our paper should have

ead “Finally, we were unable to answer a practical question, namely, did

LT have a protective effect on the outcomes for those with FH in COVID-19

nd No-Covid Groups? ” rather than “Finally, we were unable to answer a
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ractical question, namely, did LLT have a protective or deleterious effect on

he outcomes for those with FH in COVID and No-Covid Groups? ” Clearly,

ased on the fact that we saw a directionally favorable (although not

tatistically significant) effect of LLT we do not have any evidence from

ur data of a deleterious effect of statins in the setting of COVID-19

nfection. 
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